Dear Sisters and Brothers,
Another week has passed and yet Covid-19 still has us
locked in place. There will be some openings and I hope
that if you plan to go out, you continue to use your masks
and keep hands washed to stay safe. You are important to
me!
It has also been another week of reflection for me. On May
29, 1975, I graduated high school. We all had high hopes
and dreams for our future. Some of us reached those
dreams and yet others did not. At my tenth reunion, I
realized how lucky I was, as several classmates were no
longer with us. Today I look back over my life and even
though there have been many pitfalls, I have so many
blessings. I am blessed to be a member of a wonderful
Order with Sisters and Brothers who care about each
other. We look forward to getting together, all the hugs and
just enjoying each other’s company. Now we are forced to
stay away, yet we still take care of each other through
phone calls and can keep in touch on Facebook. We are
family!
Facebook also has posts that sadden me on how people
treat each other. People will stand around and video
things while other people are being hurt instead of trying
to help. We, as a society, have become lax in our values
of helping others. Posts that are rude, hateful and hurtful
to others are being posted. We are all entitled to our opinions, but there are too many political views that are hurtful and for that I am so glad that our New Mexico
Members Only page has guidelines on what can be posted. I want to thank Sister Debi Huffman for all she does
for our members on Facebook.
At our Worthy Matron Zoom meeting on Thursday, Sister Kitt reminded us that 100 year ago; an influenza
epidemic swept the Nation during 1919. Worthy Grand Matron, Jessie M. Morgan and Worthy Grand Patron,
Frank A. Hawley served the Grand Jurisdiction of New Mexico for 20 months before a session was held in March
1920. Who would have thought we would be in this situation 100 years later? When they met in session again
in 1920, Renick Chapter #37, had been instituted and received their Charter on March 19, 1920.
Congratulations to the members of Renick #37 for having reached their 100 th Anniversary! Total members for
that year in New Mexico reached 3148 with a gain of 548 members during the period of August 31, 1919 to
February 20, 1920.
Even though having Grand Chapter is still unknown, we need to have faith that our Worthy Grand Matron and
Worthy Grand Patron will make the decision that is best for our entire membership. Once again, WE WILL
SURVIVE, thank you Kitt for bringing this to our attention.
“Life may not be the party we hoped for, but while we are here we might as well enjoy The Dance”.
Star love,
Christel AGC

